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PROGRAMME

WEDNESDAY, 4th DECEMBER 2019

17.30 – 18.30 Keynote lecture
Marlies Heinz
Kamid el-Loz in the Beqa’a-Plain of Lebanon – Involved in the History of Avaris? Or – did 
the “Hinterland” of the Northern Levant Matt er at all in the Delta-Aff airs?

THURSDAY, 5th DECEMBER 2019

Session 1: Chair Thomas Schneider (SUSTech, Shenzhen)

09:00 – 09:30 Manfred Bietak (Austrian Academy of Sciences)
Introduction to the ERC Advanced Grant “The Enigma of the Hyksos”

09:30 – 10:00 Marcella Frangipane (Sapienza Università di Roma)
Inter-cultural Connections and Changing Relations from Late Chalcolithic to Early Bronze Age in 
Eastern Anatolia

10:00 – 10:30 Marta D’Andrea (Sapienza Università di Roma)
Developing Connections and Changing Clusters: The Levant between the Early and Middle Bronze 
Ages

10:30 – 11:00 Elisa Priglinger (Austrian Academy of Sciences)
Changing Identities: Migration and its Cultural Consequences

11:00 – 11:30 Coff ee Break

Session 2: Chair Silvia Prell (Austrian Academy of Sciences)

11:30 – 12:00 Önhan Tunca (Université de Liège)
About a Particular Type of Tomb in the Syrian Jaziereh and at Tell el-Dabca in Egypt

12:00 – 12:30 Rafał Koliński (Adam Mickiewicz University)
Changing Clusters and Migrations in the Central Jaziereh Region (NE Syria)

12:30 – 13:00 Silvia Gómez-Senovilla (Austrian Academy of Sciences)
Duration or Cessation? Occupational Strategies of Sett lements in North Mesopotamia and Egypt 
during the Middle Bronze Age

13:00 – 14:00 Lunch Break

16:00 Registration

18.30 – 19.30 Reception and Get Together

Manfred Bietak and Silvia Prell (eds.)

The Enigma of the Hyksos
Volume I

ASOR Conference Boston 2017 −
ICAANE Conference Munich 2018 

Collected Papers

Harrassowitz  Verlag 2019
ISBN 978-3-447-11332-8

This volume comprises the collected papers of two workshops organized by the ERC 
Advanced Grant “The Enigma of the Hyksos” under the direction of Manfred Bietak during 
the ASOR Conference held in Boston in November 2017 and the ICAANE Conference held in 
Munich in April 2018.

The two workshops served to bring about a discourse between the team of the ERC Advanced 
Grant and the international research community about the objectives of this project. They 
speci cally aimed to gain a bett er understanding of the Western Asiatic populations sett ling 
in the eastern Delta of Egypt from the late Middle Kingdom to the early the New Kingdom. Of 
particular interest is their exact origins and ways of migration that can be explored by means 
of diff erent comparative cultural studies as well as bio-archaeological approaches. 

This compilation of papers clearly shows how diverse the applied methods and subjects 
can be in the att empt to solve one and the same problem, especially via an interdisciplinary 
approach. At the end of the Early Bronze Age, people were clearly on the move, sett lements 
were abandoned and the reasons for this phenomenon, either political, economic, ecological 
or social in nature, are partly still mysterious. Although diff erentiated regional clusters are 
in many cases still not easy to pinpoint, it becomes clear that the ‘Greater Levantine Area’, 
was, despite all diff erences, embedded into networks of interregional connectivity most likely 
sustained by trade relations. At Tell el-Dab’a/Avaris, a major harbour town and trade centre in 
the Middle Bronze Age, it is not astonishing that diverse foreign contacts to diff erent regions 
throughout the Levant can be established in the material culture. Concerning the origin of 
the inhabitants of Avaris, the current research seems to point to a provenance, at least of the 
elite, the ‘decision makers’, to northernmost Syria and northern Mesopotamia as shown by 
comparable religious and funerary concepts. Other elements of the population in Avaris 
might very well have come from diff erent regions and one can only imagine how diverse the 
population in a town like Avaris might have been. 



Session 3: Chair Manfred Bietak (Austrian Academy of Sciences)

14:00 – 14:30 Daphna Ben-Tor (The Israel Museum, Jerusalem)
Egyptian-Levantine Relations in the Hyksos Period: the Southern Levant vs. the Northern Levant

14:30 – 15:00 Alexander Ahrens (German Archaeological Institute)
Contextual and Chronological Remarks on Middle Kingdom Egyptian Statuary and Other Objects 
Found in the Northern Levant

15:00 – 15:30 Alexander Ilin-Tomich (Johannes-Gutenberg-University Mainz)
Royal-name Scarabs of Dynasties 14–15 in the Context of Other Contemporary Seals

15:30 –16:00 Ezra Marcus (University of Haifa)
New Insights into Tracking Maritime Trade among Levantine Cultural Clusters and their Contribution 
towards Understanding the Hyksos Phenomenon

16:00 – 16:30 Coff ee Break

Session 4: Chair Marlies Heinz (Albert-Ludwigs-University Freiburg)

16:30 – 17:00 Hanan Charaf (Lebanese University Beirut)
Looking for Cultural Borders during the MBA in Lebanon: Preliminary Observations

17:00 – 17:30 Claude Doumet-Serhal (British Museum London)
A House for the Dead and a House for Funeral Rituals: Spatial Organization in Middle Bronze Age 
Sidon

Clusters of Asiatics in Lower Egypt in the Early 2nd Millennium BC:
A View from the Wadi Tumilat

Maura Sala (Facoltà di Teologia di Lugano)

The large Levantine community sett ling in Tell el-Dabca from the late Middle Kingdom 
onwards has allowed to deeply revaluate the Egyptian-Levantine interconnections 
in the early 2nd millennium BC; likewise, the stable presence of Asiatics has been 
progressively documented in the Memphite Region, as well as in the Egyptian 
mining expeditions to Sinai during the late Twelfth Dynasty.
The Wadi Tumilat was the easiest ‘overland’ access to Egypt for Asiatic foreigners 
coming from the East. Their presence along the wadi increases throughout the 
Second Intermediate Period, when groups of Western Asiatic bearers of a MBA Syro-
Palestinian culture permanently sett led at key sites as Tell el-Maskhuta, Tell el-Sahaba, 
Tell el-Retaba, Tell el-Kua and Tell el-Manshiya. But diff erently from the Western 
Asiatics colonising Tell el-Dabca and the north-eastern Delta, mostly originating 
from the Northern Levant, groups sett ling along the Wadi Tumilat belonged to a 
diff erent backdrop, according to their material culture. Archaeological evidence 
now allows an increasingly precise distinction between the diff erent clusters of Near 
Easterners living in the Egyptian Delta in the early 2nd millennium BC, and their 
cultural backgrounds: Levantines from the Syrian and Lebanese coasts, seminomads 
from the eastern deserts and the Sinai, Canaanites from Southern Palestine. This 
reveals the complex and diversi ed origin, ethnicity and heterogeneity of the Asiatic 
sett lers who  nally established the Hyksos rule.

18:00 – 19:00 Keynote lecture
Gernot Wilhelm (Julius-Maximilians-University Würzburg)
Hurrians and the Hurrian Language – Migration or the Diff usion of a Language?

19:30 Speakers‘ Dinner



FRIDAY, 6th DECEMBER 2019

Session 4: Chair Roman Gundacker (Austrian Academy of Sciences)

09:30 – 10:00 Silvia Prell (ÖAW) Lorenz Rahmstorf (Georg-August University Gött ingen)
The Value of Weights – What They Can Tell us about Economic Changes of Power

10:00 – 10:30 Anna-Latifa Mourad (Austrian Academy of Sciences)
Transforming Egypt into the New Kingdom: The Movement of Ideas and Technology across Geo-
political, Cultural and Social ‘Borders’

10:30 – 11:00 Thomas Richter (Goethe University Frankfurt)
Hurrian and Hurrians in the Southwest

11:00 – 11:30 Coff ee Break

Session 5: Chair Fabian Kanz (MedUni Vienna)

11:30 – 12:00 Chris Stantis (Bournemouth University)
Can a Multi-isotope Bioarchaeological Approach Identify Migration in the Second Intermediate Period?

12:00 – 12:30 Nina Maaranen (Bournemouth University)
Ties that Bind – Investigating Hyksos Kinship and Provenance using Human Dentition

12:30 – 13:00 Arwa Kharobi (Bournemouth University)
The Greatest Wealth is Health: Contribution to the Paleopathology of Middle Bronze Age Populations 
in the Eastern Delta and the Levant

13:00 – 14:00 Lunch Break

Session 6: Chair Karin Kopetz ky (Austrian Academy of Sciences)

14:00 – 14:30 Sarah Vilain (Austrian Academy of Sciences)
Shifting Connections: Trade and Crisis at Tell el-Dabca during the Second Intermediate Period

14:30 – 15:00 Anna Wodzińska (University of Warsaw)
The Earliest Sett lement in Tell el-Retaba and its Character

15:00 – 15:30 Aleksandra Ksiezak (University of Toronto)
MBA Sett lement Patt ern in the Wadi Tumilat

15:30 – 16:00 Maura Sala (Facoltà di Teologia di Lugano)
Clusters of Asiatics in Lower Egypt in the Early 2nd Millennium BC: A View from the Wadi Tumilat

16:00 – 16:30 Coff ee Break

16:30 – 17:30 Final Discussion

MBA Sett lement Patt ern in the Wadi Tumilat

Aleksandra Ksiezak (University of Toronto)

After two surveys conducted in the Wadi Tumilat in 1977 and 1983 by The Wadi 
Tumilat Project under the direction of Jack Holladay (University of Toronto), the 
collected data was compiled and preliminarily analyzed, but no eff ort was made 
to study it further and draw conclusions about the nature and purpose of the MBA 
sett lement patt ern in the area. Through methodical statistical data its interpretation 
in the light of several anthropological theories and models, the information recorded 
by the WTP was utilized to evaluate the raw  eld data independently of the existing 
qualitative assessment, which was later subject to its own appraisal. Combined, the 
quantitative and qualitative approach allowed to comprehend the site system as a 
whole and identify the  rst patt erns that occurred within it. By evaluating the in-
dependence and correlation between all recorded variables, it was possible to form 
inferences about the spatial distribution of the MBA sett lements and its possible 
underlying causes. The spatial analysis of site distribution in relation to each other 
and the surrounding geological and hydrological environment revealed clear pat-
terns indicating the organization, and possible purposes of the surviving site sys-
tem in the Wadi Tumilat. The characteristics of the MBA sett lement patt ern were 
measured in keeping with anthropological and geographical theories of the spatial 
analysis, including sett lement archaeology, regional studies, territorial analyses, lo-
cational analyses, and catchment area studies. The evaluation of generated data was 
in turn conducted through the implementation of major archaeological spatial theor-
ies and their more recent reiterations. The results revealed that the MBA site system 
in the Wadi Tumilat does not adhere to assumptions made for sedentary, agricul-
turally oriented societies. Instead of homogeneously dispersed network of central 
places and subordinate satellite sites located within a delimited sphere of in uence 
drawn around each major sett lement, the site system in question has an outward, 
east-bound tendency, with the majority of sites surrounding the largest tell located 
at the east-most limit of the sett led zone. Such alignment indicates a site system in-
 uenced by a major “gateway city” located in the vicinity of an entrance to a de ned 
area and used by anyone coming in or leaving it, and thus by de nition located at the 
frontier. Sites in such range would almost always facilitate connections between the 
tributary zone and the outside world, therefore their service area was organized dif-
ferently than that characteristic of central places. They would span outwards, away 
from the national core, and reach maximum sett lement density and productivity 
where the primary site, here Tell el-Maskhuta would be located. Consequently, it 
could have considerable signi cance in over-land trade, ful lling its role either at a 
bulk-breaking point or at a node of transport lines. 


